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1 Hannah She didn't know I was alive. For the first time in forty-five minutes, I sneaked a peek at Justin Kohl, and he was so beautiful it made my throat up close. Although I may have to come up with another adjective—my male friend insists that men don't like being called beautiful. But holy hell, there is no other way to describe the rough features and soulful brown eyes. He
wears a baseball cap today, but I know what's underneath: thick black hair, the kind that looks smooth to touch and makes you want to run your fingers through it. In the five years since the rape, my heart has been pounding for just two people. The first one dumped me. This one's just sober. On the podium in the lecture hall, Professor Tolbert delivered what I call a Speech of
Disappointment. It's the third in six weeks. Surprise, surprise, seventy percent of the class got a C-plus or lower on the midterm exam. I? I got it. And I'd be lying if I said A big red! circled above my midterm exams did not come as a complete surprise. All I do is scribble a never-ending stream of nonsense to try to fill out a booklet. Philosophical Ethics is supposed to be a wind. The
prof who used to teach him shared a brainless multiple choice test and a final exam consisting of a personal essay that posed a moral dilemma and asked how you would react to it. But two weeks before the semester began, Professor Lane died of a heart attack. I heard her cleaning lady found her on the bathroom floor—naked. Poor guy. Luckily (and yep, it was really sarcasm)
Pamela Tolbert stepped in to take over Lane's class. He's new to Briar University, and he's the kind of prof you want to make connections with and engage with material. If this was a movie, he'd be an ambitious young teacher who showed up at an inner-city school and inspired fuckups, and suddenly everyone put down their AK and took their pencils, and the final credits rolled to
announce how all the kids got into Harvard or some shit. Instant Oscar for Hilary Swank. Except this is not a film, which means that the only thing Tolbert has inspired in his students is hatred. And he honestly can't understand why no one excels in his class. Here's a hint—that's because he asked you the kind of questions you could write a graduate school thesis. I am willing to
offer makeup exams to anyone who fails or receives a C-minus or lower. Tolbert's nose wrinkled as if he couldn't understand why it was even necessary. The word he just used—willing? Yes, it is. I heard a ton of students complained to their advisers about him, and I suspect the administration forced him to give everyone a repeat. It does not reflect well on Briar when more than
half the students in the course fail, fail, when it's not just slackers. Students like Nell, who sulked beside me, also bombed midterm exams. For those of you who choose to take it again, your two values will be average. If you do worse the second time, first grade will survive, Tolbert finished. I can't believe you got an A, whisper Nell to me. He seemed so angry that I felt pang
sympathy. Nell and I aren't good friends or anything, but we've been sitting next to each other since September so it just makes sense that we've known each other. He was on the pre-med track, and I knew he came from an exaggerated family that would be his tar and fur if they knew about his midterm classes. I couldn't believe it either, I whispered back. Serious. Read my
answer. They're rambling nonsense. Actually, can I? He sounds excited now. I wonder what tyrants think of as material. I'll scan and send you a copy tonight, I promise. Tolbert's second dismissive of us, the lecture hall resonates with the let's-get-the-hell-outta-here sound. Laptops were closed, notebooks slid into backpacks, students ruffled their seats. Justin Kohl lingered by the
door to talk to someone, and my gaze locked him like a missile. She's beautiful. Did I mention how beautiful she was? My palms became clammy as I stared at his handsome profile. He's new to Briar this year, but I'm not sure which college he's transferring, and although he didn't waste time being a star receiver on the football team, he's unlike any other athlete at this school. He
doesn't walk through the quad with any of those I-God-gifts-for-the-world grinning or showing up with a new girl on his arm every day. I've seen him laugh and joke with his teammates, but he let out a smart and intense vibe that made me think there was a hidden depth to him. Which makes me even more desperate to get to know him. I don't usually become an athlete, but
something about this one has turned me into a mindless pile of porridge. You're staring again. Nell's seductive voice brings blush to my cheeks. He caught me drooling over Justin on more than one occasion, and he was one of the few people I admit had a crush on. My roommate Allie knows, too, but my other friends? No, no, no, no, no, not Most of them are music or drama
majors, so I guess that makes us an artful crowd. Or maybe emo. In addition to Allie, who has had an on-again/off-again relationship with a frat boy since his first year, my friends get a kick out of destroying briar's elite. I don't usually join (I think gossip is under me) but ... Let's face it. Most popular kids are total assholes. Read Deals (Off Campus #1) Online, Free Novels Online,
Read Books Online, Listen Novels Online He'll make deals with colleges Wells finally found someone who changed it. But while she may be confident in every other area of her life, she takes care of about a set full of baggage when it comes to sex and seduction. If he wants to get his attention, he has to get out of his comfort zone and make him pay attention... even if it means
teaching the captain of an annoying, childish, and arrogant hockey team in exchange for a mock date.... and it's going to be oh so goodAll Garrett Graham ever wanted was to play professional hockey after graduation, but his gpa threatened everything he worked so hard for. If helping the sarcastic brunette make other men jealous will help her secure her position on the team,
she's all for it. But when one unexpected kiss leads to the wildest sex of both their lives, it doesn't take long for Garrett to realize that pretending won't cut it. Now she just has to convince Hannah that the man she wants looks a lot like her.377 pages of Home•The Deal print - Elle Kennedy Is this what amish people feel humiliated when they've been shunned? Because everyone
sees right through me, and I don't like it. I don't understand either. When I made my way to the hostel, I decided to give Dexter a call and see if he wanted to go out tonight. Maybe for Malone- no, wait, Garrett might be there. Another bar in town, then. Or the campus recreation hall. Anywhere I can meet a man. I approached Bristol just like chance number two out of the building
next door. It's Justin, and unlike the rest of the world, he actually raises his hand in waves. I waved back, mostly out of relief that someone seemed happy to see me. Hey, stranger, call it, make your way towards me. She sports a rumbling, rolled-out-of-bed hair, yet I don't find it so adorable anymore. It just makes him look like a slob. Or maybe it's fake, because I'm pretty sure I
can see the gel in her hair, which means she's definitely taking the time to create an I-don't-care style. Which makes him a liar. I met him in the middle of the street. Hey, I can't do that. How's your break? Good. There wasn't much rain in Seattle this time of year, so I had to settle for a ton of snow instead. Go snowboarding, skiing, hot-tubbing. Good times. Justin's dimples popped
up, and they didn't do anything for me. But... He's the only guy who looks so much like me today. Beggars can't be voters, can they? Sounds fun. Um, so— Nope. No, no, no. Only... Nope. I can't go there. Not with this guy. Garrett I made Justin jealous back in October. I canceled a date with him when I realized I wanted to be with Garrett. And I know how much Garrett doesn't like
Justin. There's no way I can open justin's door, not just because my feelings for him don't exist, but because it's going to be Put a knife to Garrett's chest. So hi, I'm done. Yes... I just came to say hello. I held my hot chocolate cup as if it had somehow become part of this conversation. I'm going inside to drink this. Nice to meet you. His annoyed voice shivered on my back. What
just happened? he asked. The guilt of stabbing me in the stomach spurred me to turn around. I'm sorry, I said with a sigh. I'm like an asshole. An anxious smile played on his lips. Well, I don't want to say it, but... I walked back to him, my targeted hand still wrapped around my cup. I never meant to lead you, I am. When I said I'd go out with you, I really wanted to at that point. I'm
serious. Pain lodged in my throat. I didn't expect to fall in love with him, Justin. Now he just looks resigned. Do people ever expect to fall in love with someone? I think it just kind of happened. yes, I think so. Hge... Sneak on me. I met his eyes, hoping he could see the genuine remorse I felt. But I'm interested in you. I've never lied about that. Is it, huh? He sounded sad. I'm sorry, I
said again. I... I can't do that. Damn it, I'm a mess, and I'm still in love with Garrett, but if you ever want to start over, as a friend, I'm a hundred percent on board. We can talk hemingway sometimes. Justin's lips twitch. How do you know I like Hemingway? I gave him a faint smile. Um. Well, I may have done reconnaissance back when I fancied you. Viewed? I'm not lying about that.
Instead of making a cross with his hands and shouting Stalker!, he chuckles softly. Hah. I don't think so. That's good to know, at least. After an awkward silence, Justin pushes his hand into his jacket pocket. All right, all right. I'm ready to give this friend a shot. Text me if you want some coffee sometime. He wandered, and the weight lifted from my chest. Upstairs in my dorm, I
congratulated myself on the potential for avoidable disasters and returned to refute my mission. Allie doesn't return from New York until tomorrow. Stella's out of town, too. When I texted Dex, he vetoed the hangout session because he was crammed in for his final exam. When I messaged Meg, she said she had a plan with Jeremy. Sighing, I scroll through my phone contacts until
the name triggers my interest. Actually, the more I think about it, the more I like the idea of making this call. Allie's boyfriend picked up after a few rings. Hey, what's up? Hey, I can't do that. This is Hannah. No kidding, Sean cracked. Your number is on my phone. Oh, right. I hesitated. So look, I know Allie. Back from his father, but I wonder if... I followed, then blurted out, What are
you doing tonight? Do you want to hang out? My best friend's boyfriend fell silent. I don't blame him. I never called him to hang out without Allie before. For For The thing is, I never called him, period. You realize this is weird, right? Sean said bluntly. It sighs. Yes. What's going on? Are you just bored or something? Or is this a fucked up hit-on-friends-girlfriend rather thing? Wait—is
Allie listening? Sean raised his voice. Allie, if you're there, I love you. I would never, ever have an affair with your best friend.
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